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even as the simpsons' second series is about to begin, the family get a new member in the form of a
baby girl. whizzing through a group of balloons, homer simpson is trying to reach the perfect

occasion for a homer dance. after a while, they are forced to land on a car. an officer with springfield
police walks up to the car, and they ask him to send for a tow truck. the tow truck driver shows up,

however, and the simpson family is forced to leave the car. the simpsons are taken to the springfield
police station, where chief wiggum gives them their summons. while the two men talk, lisa attempts
to defuse a situation by telling them that she saw them having sex in the backseat of the car. in the
simpsons' apartment, marge laments about their situation and they conclude that homer will have to
take a paternity test. homer and his family go out to a bowling alley and order food. while homer and
bart play a game, marge and lisa play with a baby doll. lisa tells her mother that she can give her a

big head if she will stop crying. lisa then takes off the doll's head, but it breaks. the simpsons go to a
laundromat, where bart and lisa play a game called "blast away, homer". homer plays the same

game, where he attaches various objects to a clock. when homer tries to attach homer's head to the
clock, homer and his wife have sex. lisa later tells marge that she will marry maggie, and the family
goes to the courthouse to sign the paperwork. at the courthouse, lisa decides to change her name to

"lisa krustofski" instead of "lisa simpson". the family goes home, and homer tells marge that he is
glad that she is his wife. the simpsons' new home has a special room that is designed for kids. the
simpsons enter the room, where bart plays with a video game. homer drinks a bottle of soda and

then falls asleep. the next day, marge goes to the police station to sign her name as homer's wife,
but when she is getting a divorce, she changes her mind and signs lisa's name instead. the simpsons

are excited about their new life, and they decide to name their daughter maggie. after dinner, the
simpsons go to a circus. while at the circus, homer's eyesight is tested. the doctor concludes that
homer is blind. when they return home, they discover that the new home is gone. marge reminds

them that they have a different home, and she wants them to move in with her. as the simpsons are
packing, homer asks the family what they are going to do when they are not home. the simpsons sit
on the couch, and a question-mark balloon pops out. the simpsons then leave springfield and go on a

road trip. it is revealed that they are going to alaska, where homer is going to play baseball. yeh
jawani hai deewani full movie 1080p bittorrent download pc the simpsons are in a car headed for

alaska. homer tries to sell newspapers to a kid, but the kid runs away. bart, homer, and lisa go in a
pizzeria to have lunch. homer buys an electronic paperweight for bart, but it doesn't work. after

lunch, the simpsons drive to a town called sweethome. the family parks and walks to a beach. at the
beach, homer's family looks at the moon. he takes off his shoes and his socks and rolls up his pant
legs. homer and his family then go to a restaurant, where the children play with an accordion. bart

plays the accordion, and homer plays the piano.
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